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ABSTRACT: The classical viscociastic models for aging matcri;ds ... lIeh as concrete. 
which consist of Volterra history-integral cquations, found only limited applications 
since they required storinl( the entire stress or strain history. Although the sub
sequent introduction of the Dirichlet series expansion of the creep or relaxation 
fum.:tioll leduces these TC4uircI1lcnts hy leading to a sct of lincar diffcTclllialcqu;l
tions equivalent to aging Kelvin or Maxwell chain models. problems arose in the 
identification of the agin~ moduli of these models. This paper refines and extends 
a recent formulation that remedies these prohlems hy considcling the aging 10 
result from the progressive solidification of a basic constituent that behaves as a 
nonaging viscoelastic material. The new possibilities explorcd involvc the alter
native usc of thc relaxation function for characterizing the nonaging constitucnt, 
and the expansion of both the compliance and relaxation functions of the constituent 
into Dirichlet series. In this way. one recovers the rate-type equations of an a!(ing 
Kelvin or Maxwell chain in which all the moduli vary proportionally to a single 
aging function ,,(/), Some convenient advantages arc the well-posedne" of the 
problem of moduli idcntification, with always positive values. and the nonexistence 
of creep or relaxation reversal upon load removal. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the classical linear treatment of viscoelasticity of aging materials such 
as Portland ccmcnt and concretc (Maslov IlJ40; Mel Jcnry IlJ43; Arutyunian 
IlJS2). the material has bccn characterized by the compliancc function J (I, 
I') or thc relaxation function R(f, f'). J(f, f') represents thc strain at time I 
caused by a unit stress step applied at time t' [Fig. l(a)l, and R(f, I') 
represcnts the strcss at time f caused by a unit strain step applicd at timc 
t' [Fig. I(/J)I· The times I and f' represcnt the age of the material. For values 
of thc load stcp ~(T or strain step ~F not cqual to I, the corrcsponding strain 
or stress history is F(t) = ~uJ(f. I') or u(t) ~- ~F!~(t, I'). For thc particular 
case f = I', we have J(t', fl) = IIE(t') or R(t', f') = E(t'), whcre E(f') is 
the elastic modulus at age f'. In concretc, E increases with age as a result 
of chemical reactions of cement hydration. For the same reason. the rate 
of creep (delayed strain) or stress relaxation at the same I ~ I' diminish 
with I' [Figs. I(a), and (h)l. 

Assuming thc principle of superposition. one obtains the classical Voltcrra 
intcgral cquations: 

r(f) = r 
() 

J(t, f') dU(fl) .................................... (Ia) 

or 
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FIG. 1, (a) Loading History and Typical Curves for Various Values of Age at Load
ing /' of Compliance Function J(/, I'); (b) Same for Relaxation Function U(/, t'); (e) 
Kelvin Chain Rheologic Model; and (d) Maxwell Chain Rheologic Model 

(r( I) = It R (I, 1') d F ( f I ) .••••••••••••.•..•••••.••••••••.•.•• (I b) 
r' () 

where the integral has the meaning of a Stieltjcs intcgraL allowing for 
discontinuous (picccwise continuous) strcss or strain historics with finite 
jumps (or steps) of U(fl) or df'). Thc integral formulation givcn by (Ill) or 
(Ih) is one way to define the constitutivc cquation of aging lincar viscoe
lasticity. It can bc used directly in calculations when one knows a priori the 
history of either the prescribed stress or strain. Ilowcver. it is not well suited 
for gcncral numerical computations. for which the time is usually discrctizcd 
by finitc increlllcnts ~f" r = I.. .. N. and thc intcgral is approximated 
by a SUIll. Eq. (I) thus takes the form of algcbraic relations which can be 
treated as quasi-clastic constitutive cquations, relating thc incrcmcnts ~(f, 
and t1F, for intcrval ~I" Evidcntly. thc calculation of thc rth incremcnt of 
stress from strains (or vice versa for the cquation bascd on R), rcquircs a 
sUlllmation over all the prcvious timc stcps k = I, .... r ~ I. That is a 
serious disadvantage since, for a largc structural systcm. thc ncccssary com
putcr storage space and thc computer timc bccomc vcry largc. 

As a rcmcdy. it soon bccamc apparcnt-first for nonaging \iscoclasticity 
(Zicnkicwicz ct al. 1l)6~; Taylor ct al. 1l)70) and thcn for aging viscoelasticity 
(Bazant 1971; Mukaddam 1<)74; Kahir and Scordclis IlJ7<) I-that. by cx-
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pressing the creep or relaxation functions as a sum of exponentials (i.e., 
Dirichlet scries), it is possible to convert the integral (I) into a set of linear 
differential equations, which turn out to be the governing equations of the 
well-known Kelvin or Maxwell chain rheologic models with aging spring 
moduli EfL(t) and dashpot viscosities T) (t) [Figs. I(c) and l(d)l. These 
functions can be identified with the coefficients of the Dirichlet series ex
pansion of 1 or R. The numerical solution then requires the storage and 
update of only a fixed and relatively low number of variables .. 

Although the use of this second approach overcomes the problem of 
computer storage and time, additional difficulties remain with the deter
mination of the aging material parameters. Some useful procedures, based 
on an a priori choice of the number of terms N and of the retardation o'r 
relaxation times TO', and then least-square determination of parameters L,,(1) 
from the given creep data, have been proposed and successfully applied in 
practice (Bazant 1982b). There is, however, one basic problem associated 
with ill-posedness of the Dirichlet series expansion (Llnczos 1964). Small 
variations in the creep data can cause large variations in the resulting func
tions E,,(t), and rather different sets of functions E,,(t) can closely approx
imate the same l(t, t'). Due to this ambiguity, some of the functions EfL(l) 
obtained in this way can take negative values for certain short time intervals, 
although the overall modulus of the chain is always positive and monoton
ically increasing. This can still give acceptable numerical results in the overall 
sense, but does not seem reasonable and thermodynamically admissible from 
the theoretical viewpoint. 

Another interesting point can be mentioned with regard to the aging. For 
non aging moduli E", it has been demonstrated (Roscoe 1950) that, as the 
number of units in the chain (or, which is the same, thc number of terms 
in the Dirichlet expansion) increases, both the Kelvin and Maxwell chain 
models converge to the same solution, i.e., they both can approximate any 
given compliance function with any desired accuracy. This is appealing since 
both the 1 and R approaches are two alternative descriptions of the same 
intrinsic phenomenon, which must give equivalent results, and it also means 
that other rheologic models need not be studied. However, these properties 
have not yet been analytically proven for the case of aging, although nu
merical experience points to an affirmative answer. 

In view of these problems, it is attractive to consider aging as the result 
of a progressive solidification of a basic constituent with intrinsically non
aging behavior, as proposed by Bazant (1977). Nonaging constitutive models 
can then be used for modeling the viscoelastic behavior of the constituent, 
thus avoiding the aforementioned difficulties, and all the aging effects are 
restricted to the description of the evolution of the solidification process 
itself [see Bazant and Prasannan (1989), based on the previous idea (Bazant 
1977, 1979) of a solidification model with parallel coupling of the newly 
solidified layers and with a solidification function ,/(1) representing the vol
ume fraction of solidified material at age II. In those works, a compliance 
function (1)(1 ~ 1') (or microcompliance function, as a function of one var
iable, I ~ I'), was assumed for the constituent, and an integral expression 
was obtained for the strain rate of the macroscopic solidifying material in 
terms of the derivatives of <I> and the function 1'(1). 

In the present work, new possibilities are investigated and a completion 
of the theory is attempted. As an alternative to <1>, a nonaging relaxation 
function '1'(1 ~ 1') or microrelaxation function is also used for representing 
the behavior of the solidifying constituent. and Dirichlet series expansions 
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are introduced for both the <I) and '¥ functions. Comparison of the resulting 
equations with the classical aging Kelvin or Maxwell chains provides new 
insight into the meaning of the solidification parameter 1'(1). The result is 
a new, more general theoretical framework for aging viscoelasticity of ma
terials such as concrete. 

DIRICHLET EXPANSION OF COMPLIANCE AND RELAXATION 
FUNCTIONS AND EaUIVALENT RHEOLOGIC MODELS 

As mentioned before, by choosing a Dirichlet series-type expression for 
the compliance or relaxation functions 1 or R, the integral equation (1) can 
be converted into systems of differential equations which are much more 
efficient for the numerical solution. A derivation of this theory for the case 
of aging material was given by Bazant (1971), elaborated on by Bazant and 
Wu (1973, 1974a, 1974b) and Bazant (1975, 1982a). The general derivation 
can be found in Mathematical (1988). Only the main assumptions and equa
tions of the theory, together with some remarks relevant to the subsequent 
derivations, are outlined in this section. The general expression for 1(1, t') 
is (Malhematical 1988): 

I N I 
1(1, I') = E(I') + fL~1 CfL(I') {I ~ e -[,"(I)-I"(t'll} .................. (2) 

where YfL(t) = some monotonically increasing functions of time. A simple 
and convenient choice is YfL(l) = I/0 fL with OfL = constants called the retar
dation times, which must be suitably chosen with a not too large spacing in 
the log O. scale. Eq. (2) should not be regarded as the "true" expression 
of the flll~ction 1(1, I'), but rather as its Dirichlet series expansion, the true 
compliance function being defined either by a table of experimental data 
or better by some formula arising from physical considerations. In the lit
erature, the term for instantaneous deformation IIE(t') is often omitted in 
(2) because it is considered included as the first term (J-l = 0) in the sum
mation with a function YfL(l) = tlllfL in which OfL is extremely small (flfL ~ 
0). 

Substitution of (2) into (Ia) and further manipulations lead to the fol
lowing system of differential equations 

+ l:"( I) 

(J-l = 1, ... N) ...................... (3a) 

......................................... (3h) 

where the dot over a variable denotes the time derivative [ for detailed 
derivation see Bazant (1971, 1975)1. For general functions V,.(I) one has 
A,.(I) = y,. -- YfL/);" and BfL(l) = C"h',. which, for the choice .1',.(1) = 110,., 
reduce to A .(1)= constant = 110,. and BfL(l) = fl"C". 

Eqs. (3a)'and (3b) turn out to be the governing equations of the Kelvin 
chain shown in Fig. I(c), with aging spring moduli 1:',,(1) and dashpot vis
cosities T)fL(t) such that AfL(l) = (/:'" + Tj,J/T)fL and B,,(I) ~ T),. (an important 
point for this derivation is that the equatIon for an agll1g spflng IS <T = 
E(I)r, and not <T = E(I)f: as it was assumed or implied in some early 
models; the latter equation is physically unjustified and violates the second 
law of thermodynamics [see Bazant (1975, 19X2a) I. Equating these expres-
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sions to those obtained from the Dirichlet series (2), one obtains 1:',,(1) = 
C~ - t~/y~ and TJ~(I) = C~/Y". In the particular case of y~(t) = I/O~, these 
expressions reduce to E~(t) = C~ - (l~C~ and TJ,,(I) = O~C~. Note that 
with these expressions one can always identify the coefficients 1:',,(1) and 
TJ~(t) of a Kelvin chain equivalent to a given Dirichlet series-type compliance 
function (2), but not the opposite. Identification of the Dirichlet cocfficients, 
C~(t) and y~(t), from the para~eters of the general Kelvin chain, 1:',Jt) and 
TJ,,(I), leads to a nonlinear second-order differential equation that has no 
closed-form solution except for some particular expressions of the functions 
E~(t) and TJ~(I). 

Two particular cases are of interest for their use later in the paper. First, 
consider a Kelvin chain with dashpot viscosities TJ~(I) = T"E~(t) and general 
(unspecified) moduli E~(t). In this case, no closed-form solution can be 
obtained for C,,(I) and Y,,(I) (and therefore, in particular, the solution is 
not that given by coefficients C" = E" and y" = lIT ~). The second case of 
interest is the non aging Kelvin chain with constant moduli E" and viscosities 
TJ" = TJ:'~. In contrast to the general formulation with aging, the nonaging 
chain is fully equivalent to the Dirichlet series compliance function, with 
the result that C" = E" and (l" = T" always (in fact, in this particular case 
the second-order system (3) can be simplified into a first-order system [see 
Malhematical (1988)]). 

In a similar way, in order to convert the integral equation (I b) into a 
differential equation system, one can introducc for R(t, I') the general 
Dirichlet series expansion 

N 

R(t, t') = 2: E,,(I')e 1.,,(1) - ,,,(1')1 ............................... (4) 
" I 

where y~(I) = monotonically increasing functions of t, which can he con
veniently chosen as Y,,(t) = tIT" where T~ = constants called the relaxation 
times. Introducing (4) into the corresponding integral equation (1 h), one 
obtains, after some mathematical manipulation 

(T" + Y"(I)u,, = E,,(t)E (IL = I, ... N) ..................... (Sa) 

N 

IT = L CT" ................................................ (5b) 
" I 

Eq. (5) turns out to he the governing equations of the aging Maxwell chain 
[Fig. 1 (d)!, with aging spring moduli E,eCt) and dashpot viscosities TJ,,(I) = 
E,,(I)/ji,,(I). The inverse relation iSji,Jt) = E,,(t)/TJ,,(I). Note that, in contrast 
to what happened with J, in this case there is a direct correspondence in 
both ways between the coefficients of the Dirichlet series and the Maxwell 
chain parameters, and for this reason the same functions I~'~(t) have been 
directly used for both expressions. For the usual choice 11,,(1) = T~/:-,,(t), 
one hasY,,(I) = lIT", i.e., for a general aging Maxwell chain the coefficients 
T" are equal to the retardation times of the Dirichlet series (4). This, together 
with the fact that (5) is a system of first-order differential equations in 
contrast to (3), which is of second order, makes thc formulation of aging 
viscoelasticity based on the relaxation approach considerably simpler to 
handle than its equivalent based on the compliance function. 
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INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR SOLIDIFYING MATERIAL BASED ON 
MICROCOMPLIANCE FUNCTION 'NI - I') 

The derivation of a constitutive law for the solidifying material in terms 
of the nonaging compliance function of the basic constituent <I) and the 
solidified fraction law u(t) was originally presented in Bazant (1977). The 
same final equations will now be derived by an alternative and simpler 
procedure. 

The basic simplified model of the solidification process is shown in Fig. 
2(a). It is assumed that the new layers of material being solidified join the 
existing ones in a parallel coupling. If the effective volume of solidified 
constituent at age t is V(I) and the final value reached when all chemical 
reactions of cement hydration have been completed is V(oo), the process 
can be represented by the nondimensionalmonotonically increasing function 
11(1) = V(t)lV(oo), which can be interpreted geometrically as the cross
section area fraction in Fig. 2(a). It is now crucial to note that when a new 
solidified layer joins the solid microstructure, it must be stress-free (Bazant 
1977), while the existing ones will in general carry some stresses. This causes 
the microscopic stresses s acting on the infinitesimal layers at any time t to 
be a function of the location of the layer, which will be characterized [same 
as in Bazant (1977) I by the value of l' when the layer solidified at age 0, 
i.e., s = s[ I{O), t 1, as also represented in Fig. 2(a). The aforementioned 
stress-free initial condition is now represented as s!dt), I] = O. 

Two basic governing equations can be written for the solidification model: 
([) The equilibrium equation between the macroscopic stress (f and the 
stresses at the layers s; and (2) the constitutive equation for a generic layer: 

(T(I) = ft S{7I(IJ), IJ dJl(O) .................................. (oa) JA 1/ 

F(t) - 1'(0) = (I <1>(1 - t') lis(I') ........................... (ob) 
Jt' n 

In the equilibrium equation (oa), the integration variable IJ is used to char-
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acterize the time at which every infinitesimal layer solidified and therefore 
the integral extends only over the layers that exist at time t. The constitutive 
equation (6b) means that only the part of the strain occurring after its 
solidification (time e) causes deformation of that particular layer. 

Let us now calculate derivatives of (6a) and (6b) with respect to t, taking 
into account that both the integrand and the integral limits involve t, and 
that s[v(t), t] = 0 

aCt) = L~o s[v(e), tJ dv(e) .................................. (7a) 

E(t) = fe.s <P(t - t') ds(t') + <I>(0).5[V(e), tJ ................... (7b) 

where S = dS( v, t )/dl, <P = il<l>(1 - I')/ill, and <1)(0) has the meaning of the 
inverse of the elastic modulus of the constituent. Eq. (7 b) holds for any 
value of 0 ranging from 0 to I. To eliminate microstresses s from (7a) and 
(7b), both sides of (7b) can be considered as functions of e, multiplied by 
dv(O) and integrated with respect to e from 0 to t: 

to £0(1) dv(e) = L 0 f _() <P(t - t') ds(t') dv(e) 

+ (, <I>(0).5[v(8), IJ dll(8) .................................... (8) Je,o 

The terms f(l) on the left-hand side and (1)(0) on the right-hand side are 
both II1dependent of 0, and therefore they can be moved in front of the 
integrals. Also, one can set ds(t') = .1'[71(8), I'] dl'. Finally, the limits of the 
double integral can be changed to make them more convenient; indeed the 
domain covered (0 = () to t and I' = e to I), which is represented in Fig. 
2(b), can also be covered by the alternative limits t' = () to I and 0 -, 0 to 
I'. Introducing these changes one obtains, after some additional manipu
lations 

t'(1)7'(t) = f' (jJ(1 - I') [(" ,I'[de), 1'1 d7 1(0)j dt' 
r' () In (I 

+ <fl(O) [L ",1'[7'(0). II du(e) j ................................ (9) 

Replacing the two terms in tall brackets, according to (7a). by (T(t') and 
(T(I) respectively. setting (T(/') ill' = du(t'). and rearranging the terms of 
the equation. one obtains the final equation 

f(/) = _(I) [(I)(O)(T(I) + r <i)(1 - I') d(T(t')j ................. (10) 
l' I )1' () 

which is the constitutive equation of the aging material based on the com
pliance functioll <I) of the nonaging constituent and the aging function 7'(1), 
the salTle as obtained in Bazant (1977). In the same study. the cOlTlpliance 
fllnction of the aging material in terms of (Il and 7'(1) i~ finally derived by 
lhfferelltlatlllg IIltegral equation (Ill) with respect to I and comparing with 
(IOj. The final expression is 
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, (!J(O) I' I . 
J(t, I ) = -( ') + -( ) <1>(0 - t') de 

II to,' v 8 
.. , ..... , ........... , . (II) 

INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR SOLIDIFYING MATERIAL BASED ON 
MICRORELAXATION FUNCTION '\1(/ - /') 

As in the foregoing section, the basic equations are: (I) The equilibrium 
equation between the macroscopic stress and the microscopic (layer) stresses; 
and (2) the constitutive equation of a generic layer of nonaging constituent. 
The equilibrium equation is now also given by (6a), and the constitutive 
equation based on microrelaxation function 'I' for a layer solidified at time 
e now is: 

s[v(e), tJ = Lo 'I'(t - t') dE(t') .... , ........................ (12) 

where the limits of thc integral reflect the fact that only the strain that has 
occurrcd after the time at which the laycr solidified produces stress in that 
layer. Introducing (12) into (6a), one obtains 

aCt) = (' f' 'I'(t - t') dE(t') dv(e) ., ................... , .. (13) 
Jft 0 " fI 

The limits of the integral can be modified, same as in the integral of (8), 
to t' = 0 to t and 0 = 0 to t'. Then, the only term depending on e is dU(8), 
which can be integrated directly to give vet'). The resulting constitutive 
relation is: 

aCt) = f'. '1'(1 - 1')71(t') dE(t') ............... , .. , ........... (14) 
f'-I) 

Eq. (14) has been derived following the same methodology as for (10) in 
the previous section. However, in this case a shorter derivation is also 
possible, directly from the principle of superposition. For that purpose, 
consider a load history consisting of strain step (h(t') applied at time I'. 
Because the basic constituent is nonaging. the corresponding stress history 
at any layer that exists at time t' is ds(t) = 'I'(t - t') dE(I'). The layers that 
solidify later than I' do not contribute since the strain is kept coilstant after 
t'. Therefore. the overall stress a at any time I > I' is d(T(/) = 'I'(t -
1')1'(1') (if(I'). Then, considering the strain history E(t) as the sum of infi
nitely small steps dE(I') and applying the principle of superposition. one 
obtains from this expression directly (14). Comparison of (14) with (Ib) 
gives the result: 

R(t, t') = 7'(1')'1'(1 - t') ..................................... (15) 

Note now that the macroscopic constitutive equation (10) based on the 
microcompliance function <I) involves derivatives of the strain and of <I). and 
the corresponding compliance function (II) is also given by an integral of 
derivatives of <I). On the other hand, the macroscopic constitutive equation 
(14) based on the microrelaxation function 'I' is expressed directly in terms 
of (T and 'V rather than their derivatives, and the corresponding relaxation 
function (15) is also simpler than its counterpart (II). Also. note that the 
relaxation function given by (15) is of the "product" type. i.e .. a product 
of two functions: one of the age at loading I', and the other of load duration 
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I - I'. This convenient format cannot be achieved for the compliance func
tion (II). 

Thc highcr degrec of complcxity of the crccp-bascd cxpressions stems 
from thc assumption of parallel coupling among the laycrs of thc basic 
constituent that solidify at diffcrent ages [Fig. 2(a)]. The creep formulation 
based on a compliance function 1(la) or (6a)], rcprcsents a summation of 
various contributions to the creep strain, which is in fact a series coupling 
hypothcsis. This is bccausc the basic stress history that corresponds to the 
definition of the compliance function (J or (I» is a stress step. For this type 
of strcss history, thc bchavior of thc parallcl solidification model assumed 
herc rcsults in coupling among all the layers that solidificd at different timcs 
(for constant stress, strain varics in timc, causing stresscs to appcar in new 
laycrs and, as thc total stress must remain constant, this means a stress 
reduction in the existing layers). This fact is reflectcd in the overall governing 
equations (6a) and (6b), which arc coupled and requirc several steps of 
mathcmatical rcarrangcmcnts to combinc propcrly, and finally give an 
exprcssion in terms of strain rate rathcr than strain. 

In contrast, when thc relaxation function W is used for charactcrizing the 
bchavior of thc basic constitucnt. thc bchavior of thc layer for the basic 
history (i.c., thc strain stcp) rcmains uncoupled. This is thc reason that it 
is possiblc to formulatc the cquation directly and that thc final cxpression 
involvcs dircctly thc strcss, strain, and rclaxation functions, instead of their 
dcrivativcs. Notc that a formulation that is simpler for thc compliance func
tion than for thc rclaxation function would result if thc constituent layers 
wcrc assumed to bc couplcd in scrics rathcr than parallel, with all thc layers 
having thc same stress and their strains being addcd. Howevcr, that would 
bc physically unreasonable for two reasons: (I) Each layer would be con
straincd bctwccn two solids and would not bc in contact with the fluid 
solution from which the solid constitucnt prccipitatcs or crystallizes (Bazant 
1(77); and (2) precipitation of ncw laycrs would decrease. rathcr than in
crcasc the macroscopic matcrial stiffncss. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS BASED ON 
MICROCOMPLIANCE AND MICRORELAXATION FUNCTIONS 

In lincar viscoclasticity, the expressions bascd on compliance and relax
ation functions arc always rclated to each other in such a way that onc 
expression can be derived from thc other and vice versa. In this case, the 
relation between (10) and (14 )-or (11) and (15)-can bc easily derived 
by defining first a new variable 41 such that III = 'IF or 41 = f .' dF. Then, 
(14) can bc written as 

(T(I) = It W(t - I') dlv(t') ................................. (16) 
I' () 

By definition. thc compliance and relaxation functions arc integral equation 
kerncls invcrse to each other, which mcans that ljJ(t) = f~· _ () (1)(1 - t') duet') 
or, by replacing 41(1) by its definition 

L () 11(1') dF(I') = r -(I <1)(1 - I') duet') ....................... (17) 

This is in fact still another cquivalent altcrnative to thc intcgral eonstitutivc 
equations (10) and ( 14). Differentiating this cquation with respect to I, we 
obtain integral equation (10) in an alternativc manncr. 
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DIRICHLET SERIES EXPANSION OF MICROCOMPLIANCE (I>(t - t') 
AND AGING KELVIN CHAIN 

The Dirichlet series expansion of the nonaging microcompliance function 
and its correspondence with the non aging Kelvin chain rheologic model 
were explored in Bazant and Prasannan (19~9). In that case, however, the 
introduction of these convenient concepts was confined to the derivation of 
an efficient numerical algorithm for solving integral expression (10). Now. 
it will be shown that this typc of expansion and rhcologic model can bc 
formulated directly for the aging macroconstitutive rclations, furnishing ncw 
expressions alternative to (10), with new and intcrcsting properties. 

Thc procedure uscd is similar to thc one described in Bazant (1966) and 
Bazant and Wu (1974b) for gcncral aging matcrials. To apply that proccdurc, 
it is advantagcous to consider first the following simple exprcssion for the 
compliance function of thc constitucnt: 

<1>(1 - I') = ~ II - e (I-t')iT] .••...••..••.••.....•....•••..•. (I~) 

which, for constant [,', is characteristic of a (nonaging) Kelvin unit with 
spring modulus E and constant dashpot viscosity TI = TE. Diffcrentiating 
(l~) with rcspcet to time I and introducing it into (10) gives: 

I I' foil = ---:; c (t -t')/T duet') 
TI: ,. (l 

................................. (\9) 

This integral equation can be converted into a second-order differential 
equation. To do that, first ~ 19) is differentiated with respect to I, taking 
II1to account that both the IIltegrand and the upper limit of the integral 
involve I: 

. ................... (20) 

Then, (19) is multiplied by lIT and added to (20). Thc result is that the 
integrals cancel out and, after regrouping the terms, the following differ
ential equation ensues: 

.................................. (2\) 

This cquation turns out to bc thc same as thc cquation for a Kelvin unit 
with aging modulus E(I) = 'I(t)E (Bazant 19(6). 

To gcneralize this conclusion, consider now the Dirichlet series cxpansion 
of (ll(1 - I') given by the expression: 

.h( ') I 2:'':. I [I .). ] '-P - - - + - - (f -- I IT" I I - F [<' e ....................... (22) 
--' ~.l I ..... l.l 

which corresponds to a Kelvin chain with nonaging coefficients, and can 
approximate any rcalistic nonaging compliance function with any desircd 
accuracy. By substituting the dcrivativc of (22) with resrect to I into (10) 
and moving the summation and the constant L" in front (if the integral. one 
obtains 
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f.(t) = _1- [~+ ~ ~ I' e (, t'j.T" dU(t')J ................. (23) 
It(t) I: "I I:" ,. () 

Now, one can consider a new set of variables f" (fL = O. I ..... N), defined 
as: 

El,(t) 
............................................. (24a) 

E ,(t) = _1_ I' -b- e (I-t')/T" du(t') 
, l'(t),. "I:" 

(fL = 1, ... N) ........ (24b) 

f" represent what is known as in,ternal v~Hiables: Each ~f th.e equations 
given by (24b) can be converted lilt? a lhfferentJaI ?quatl(?n ITl the same 
way as done for (19), and the followlllg flllal system IS obtamed: 

+ 
£1'(1) 

(fL = I, . , . N) ....... , ... (25a) 

....... , . , . , ........................ , ... (25b) 

This system turns out to be equivalent to the governing equations of the 
aging Kelvin chain shown in Fig. I(c) [described by (3) with A,,(t) = (E" 
+ Tj,J/Tt" and B,,(t) = Tt"j with aging spring moduli E,,(t) = 1,(t)E" and 
dashpot viscosities Tt,,(t) = T J:"V), Thus ,we ha.ve proven that the parallel 
solidification model with a nonaglllg KelvlTl cham model for the baSIC con
stituent is equivalent to an aging Kelvin chain in which all the moduli vary 
proportionally to the same function ll(t). 

The equivalent compliance function of the resulting aging material can 
finally be derived in terms of the nonaging parameters E'", T '" and aging 
function 11(1). Differentiating (22) and introducing it into (II), one obtaills 

I - I .f:. ~I_ f' _1- -(0- niT" /0 (2f) J(t t ) - ~~ -I- L.i e (.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 
, 1:'1 1(1')" _I E"T" 0-,' l'(0) 

Thanks to the equivalence enunciated before, this is also the compliance 
function that corresponds to a Kelvin chain model with aging coefficients 
E,,(t) = /:',,1'(t) and Tt ,(I) = T"l:",,(t). This compliance function still retains 
an integral, which can be eliminated for specific expressIOns of vet) (proVided 
a closed-form integration is possible for the resulting expression). 

DIRICHLET SERIES EXPANSION OF MICRORELAXATION FUNCTION 
'I'(t - t') AND AGING MAXWELL CHAIN 

Applying again the procedure described by Bazant and Wu (1974b), this 
time for the microrelaxation function, we first consider the single-term ex
ponential expression 

\I'(t - t') = i:'£' (t 'I!T .......... , ........................... (27) 

which corresponds to the behavior of a single nnnaging Maxwell unit with 
constant spring modulus E and constant dash pot viscosity Tj = T/:. Intro
ducing (27) into (14). one obtains: 
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aCt) = E r~o e-('-")/T vet') dE(t') ............................ (28) 

This integral equation can be converted into a first-order differential equa
tion. To do that, first one differentiates (28) with respect to t, taking into 
account that both the integrand and the upper limit of the integral involve 
t: 

. - _ §. I' -U - ")iT' , ,- . a - e v(t ) da(t ) + EV(/)E "." ... ,", .. , ..... (29) 
T " ~() 

Then, (28) is multiplied by lIT and added to (29). The integrals cancel out 
and, after regrouping the terms, the following differential equation results: 

(J 

(T + - = Ev(t)E .............. , ............. , .... , .. , ...... (30) 
T 

This equation turns out to be the same as the governing equation of a 
Maxwell unit with aging modulus E(t) = p(t)E. Note that, even with aging, 
(30) is of first order, while (21) was of second order. 

To generalize, consider now the Dirichlet series expansion of 'I'(t - I') 
given by the expression: 

N 

'I'(t - t') = L E"e-('-t')/T" ............ , •. " .•. " .... , ...... (31) 
,,- 1 

which corresponds to a Maxwell chain with nonaging coefficients and can 
approximate any realistic '1'(t - t') with any desired accuracy. By substi
tuting (31) into (I 4) and moving the summation and the constant 1:'" in front 
of the integral, one obtains 

N I' a(l) = L E" , e -("')'""11(1') dE(t') ............... , ........ (32) 
.1. -I I --(I 

Now. one may consider a new set of variables !J" (fL = 1, .... N) rep
resenting internal variables defined as: 

u (I) = E I' eU,')/T"II(t') dE(t') (fL = I, ... N) ........ , .. (33) 
.... j.l. r' () 

Each of these equations can be converted into a differcntial equation in the 
same way as done for (28), and the following final system ensues: 

(fL = I, ... N) .. , ... , .. , ... , ......... (34a) 

N 

(J = ~ (1... .........,...........,........,..,...,.....,... (34h) 
" -I 

Similarly as before, the system (34) turns out to be equivalent to the 
governing equations of the aging Maxwell chain represented in Fig. I (d) 
[(5) with Y,,(t) = IIT"J, with aging spring moduli I:· ... (t) = dt)/:" and dashpot 
viscosities Tt,,(I) = T"E,,(t). Thus, it is proven that the parallel solidification 
model with a nonaging Maxwell chain for the basic constituent is equivalent 
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to an aging Maxwell chain model in which all the moduli vary proportionally 
to the same function lIef). 

One can finally obtain the expression of the overall equivalent relaxation 
function for the aging material, in terms of the nonaging parameters of the 
constituent and the aging function. This is done by direct substitution of 
(31) into (15), which leads to 

I .... 

R(t, t') l'(t') 2: E"C('/)T" .............................. (35(/) 
" I 

or 

N 

" R(f, f') = E(I') L., a"eCt-/)IT" .............................. (35b) 
" I 

in which /:"(t/) = l'(t')E = macroscopic clastic modulus at age t', with E 
= L~ It'" = macroscopic modulus at f = eN, and lx" = E"I L. 

IMPLICATIONS OF PROPORTIONALITY OF AGING LAWS OF ALL 
CHAIN MODULI 

The fact that all the spring moduli (of the Kelvin or Maxwell chains 
equivalent to the solidification model) vary proportionally has some inter
esting implications. With respect to the general case where each modulus 
can have an independent variation, a proportional evolution for all the 
moduli means a significant restriction reducing the number of degrees of 
freedom available for matching experimental data. However. it has been 
pointed out that for the general unrestricted aging Kelvin or Maxwell models, 
there are endemic difficulties in the identification of material parameters 
that can be explained only by an excessive number of degrees of freedoIll 
in the model. Therefore, it appears that this restriction (which is not arbi
trary, but has been obtained as a result of the physical forlllulation of the 
solidification process) can have a bcneficial effect, facilitating the attainlllent 
of uniquencss of identification of the moduli and avoiding their undesirable 
negative values. 

Another interesting implication of a single aging function v(t) for all chain 
moduli can be derived with respect to the controversial topic of the diver
gellCe of the creep curves for different ages at loading (formally defined to 
occur when iJ 2Jliitiit' < () [see Mathematical (19XX». It is appropriate to note 
that the use of creep models exhibiting divergence of the creep curves for 
different t', together with the application of the principle of superposition, 
can lead to apparently misleading results, as for instance a reversal of the 
creep strain recovery upon unloading. This does not, however, necessarily 
imply the compliance function exhibiting this kind of divergence to be wrong. 
In fact, some of the experiments for concrete (albeit not many) did exhibit 
divergence, and it seems also clear that the problem of creep recovery 
reversal obtained with a model exhibiting divergence arises mainly from the 
application of the principle of superposition, which in rcalit y is not fully 
satisfied upon unloading [see a detailed discussion on pages 1:=;2~ I:=;4 of 
Mathematical (llJXX) I. However. because the principle of superposition, 
despite this evidence, implies linearity overall (and is assumed applicable 
in all the design codes and most of the existing computer programs), it is 
important to know whether a given creep model can or cannot exhibit the 
divergence, and it is preferable to avoid it. 
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For the Kelvin chain, one can demonstrate (Mathematical 1988) that, for 
positive and monotonically increasing functions y~(t), the nondivergence 
condition a2Jlatat' > 0 is satisfied if all moduli £.,.(t) are always positive. In 
the general case of a Kelvin chain with independently aging parameters, 
this cannot be guaranteed since the minimization process necessary for 
matching experimental data can lead (due to the ill-posed ness of the moduli 
identification problem) to transiently negative values of one or more moduli. 
However, when linked through a common positive and monotonically in
creasing aging law vet), the problem reduces to a set of constants £ , which 
can certainly be guaranteed to be always positive. .,. 

For the Maxwell chain and relaxation function, no relation has been 
derived for linking their coefficients to the occurrence of creep divergence, 
though it appears a logical assumption that it is also related to negative 
values of the moduli. Alternatively, one can in this case define the concept 
of relaxation divergence, which would occur when a2Rlafat' > O. Geo
metrically, this would mean that the curve for loading at t' + dt' would 
have at time t a downward slope of a lesser magnitude than the curve for 
loading at t/ at the current time f, which is opposite to the normal behavior 
represented in Fig. I(b). H this occurs, the response of the model to a strain 
history consisting of application and subsequent removal of the same strain 
step would exhibit a reversal of the relaxation recovery curve, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3. Although not as commonly considered as the creep recovery case, 
this would also very clearly be an anomalous response that one could rea
sonably expect to be related to the occurrence of creep divergence (although 
this relationship has not been proven so far). Differentiating (4) (with y 
= fIT.,.) with respect to f and f' , one obtains .,. 

o £ 
(prescribed) 

I 

'\ I , t I ... 
I ......... , '--, -~~--------·A , ...... 
I ~---- 8 
I ---

--------------------

to tl 
~---8 

A 

FIG. 3. Relaxation after Application and Removal of Strain Step, with (Curves A) 
or Without (Curves B) Relaxation Reversal 
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This expression is guaranteed to be negative if all the moduli and their 
derivatives are positive. Same as what happened with the Kelvin chain, this 
is not necessarily satisfied by the general Maxwell chain with independent 
aging moduli, but it can always be fulfilled by the Maxwell chain resulting 
from the solidification model, in which all the moduli grow proportionally 
to one function 11(1). 

MULTIPLE SOLIDIFICATION PROCESSES AND GENERAL 
KELVIN CHAIN 

The hypothesis that there is only a single solidification process charac
terized by a single function ll(t) is no doubt a simplification. In fact. long 
duration creep data for concrete involving concrete loaded at young ages 
cannot be successfully fitted by solidification theory with a single function 
7'(t) [Bazant and Prasannan (lllRlIb)j. Rather, it is necessary to add to the 
strain associated with 7!(/) another strain component that corresponds to an 
aging dashpot of viscosity 11(1) = l1ol'N(I) where 110 = constant and l'v(l) is 
a function different from 7'(/) (a dashpot can be regarded as the limit case 
of a Kelvin unit for I:., ~ 0). 

If there are several distinct solidification processes 1/.,(1) in the micro
structure of a porous solidifying material such as portland cement or con
crete, it does make sense to generalize the foregoing analysis. The reason 
for multiple solidification processes is as follows. Because mass transport 
in smaller pores is slower and takes longer to reach thermodynamic equi
librium, function 1',.(1) for small pores (the gel pores in hardened cement 
paste) should rise slowly and take a long time to reach a final asymptotic 
value, while function 11,/(1) for large pores (e.g., the capillary pores in hard
ened cement paste) should initially rise rapidly and attain a final asymptotic 
value soon. Let us assume that the pores in which solidification occurs may 
be grouped into ensembles of like sizes, each characterized hy its volume 
growth function 1',,(/). Let f,,(/) he the strain associated with l'p(I), <lnd 
assume that the stress in the ensemble of pores of each size is the same and 
equal to a. This means the ensembles are assumed to be coupled in series. 
By the same argument as that which led to (10) and (14), for each II" (I) we 
have similar integral equations involving the microcompliance <I)", miero
relaxation 'If, and strain f" instead of <I), 'If, and F. In particular, by con
sidering (I ())' for each ensemble and the series-coupling hypothesis, one 
obtains the system: 

N 

1::(1) = ~ E,,(/) (37a) 
" I 

f,,(I) = _1_ r<Il,.(O)(T(I) + Jf <il,,(t - I') d(T(tl)] ............. (37h) 
1'P.(t) L t' 0 

Due to similarity with (W), and assuming for <1',.(1 - I') a one-term ex
ponential expression similar to (I~), the calculation that has led frolll (I~) 
to (21) could now the repeated, replacing l'(1), I:', and T with l'p(I), I:'", and 
T,/ respectively. The result is a general Kelvin chain governed by the system 
of equations: 

(f-l I, ... N) ......... (3Ra) 
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N 

(r "\.' f" 
f + L. r ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••• (3Rb) 

blo(l) ,,1 

Setting E"I',,(I) = E~(I) = variable spring moduli, we have obtained an 
equation system identical to that presented before for the general aging 
Kelvin chain. 

If, in the foregoing argument, the ensembles of like-size pores are alter
natively assumed to be coupled in parallel, the generalized aging Maxwell 
chain results. 

It is, however, most unlikely that the completely general formulation will 
ever be needed in practice, or even be appropriate. One reason is that, as 
already indicated, in the case of a fully general aging Kelvin or Maxwell 
chain, very different sets of E,,(t) can approximate a given compliance or 
relaxation function almost equally well, and the problem of material pa
rameter identification is ill posed, i.e, has too many degrees of freedom. 
Based on the previous analysis of test results (Bazant and Prasannan lllRlIb), 
it appears that two functions 1',,(/) will suffice. In those analyses, it was 
found that virtually all the existing creep data for concrete can he fitted 
quite well by using a compliance function that corresponds to a Kelvin chain 
in which one and the same function 1'(t) is common to Kelvin units f-l = I, 
.. , N - I, and only the last unit has a different function lIN(I). This last 

unit is degenerated to a dash pot of aging viscosity governed by lIN(/), which 
means that EN = 0, and thus all the spring moduli 1:',,(1) still vary propor
tionally to one function 11(1) even if a second function 1'N(t) operates (the 
absence of creep divergence thus remains guaranteed). If more than two 
functions 1,,/(1) or nonzero EN would ever have to be considered, they would 
have to be determined by some separate considerations (micromechanical 
analysis of the solidification process) in order to avoid ill-posed ness of the 
problem of identification of the material parameters from creep test data. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. The formulation of an aging material in terms of the relaxation function 
'If of the nonaging constituent and variable volume fraction 1'(1) of the 
solidified constituent yields a simple integral expression involving 'If and 
l'(t) that defines the state variable (the stress), whereas the previous for
mulation in terms of the compliance function <I' of the Ilonaging constituent 
yields an integral expression that defines the rate of the state variable (the 
strain) . 

2. The Dirichlet series expression with constant coefficients is used not 
only for <I) as hefore, but also for 'I'. This makes it possible to convert the 
integral constitutive equation based on either <I' or 'If to a system of linear 
differential equations, much more convenient to solve numerically. The 
resulting equations arc equivalent to the equations governing the aging 
Kelvin (for <fl) and Maxwell (for 'I') chains in which the spring moduli all 
increase proportionally to one funct ion 1'(1). 

3. This constraint on the evolution of the moduli 1:',.(1) has the heneficial 
effect of eliminating the mathematical difficulties due to ill-posed ness of the 
problem of moduli identification usual in general aging Kelvin and Maxwell 
chains. It also ensures positIveness of all moduli and nondivergence of the 
creep curves for the Kelvin chain and of the relaxation curves for the Max
well chain. 
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4. As a result of the present new formulation, the solidification model, 
initially developed independently of preceding theories (Bazant I Y77; Ba
zant 1979; Bazant and Prasannan 19R9), now becomes equivalent to the 
well-known rheologic models with aging coefficients. This equivalence pro
vides new insight and clarifies at the same time both approaches. For the 
solidification model, the equivalence demonstrated here helps to broaden 
its applicability and understand its nature, and the model itself can be 
considered as a micromechanical argument giving support to the Kelvin or 
Maxwell chain with aging spring moduli. 

5. The solidification model can be generalized by considering multiple 
solidification processes represented by multiple aging functions 1'", The 
resulting equations turn out to be equivalent to the general aging Kelvin or 
Maxwell chains. However, based on the previous finding that all the existing 
creep data for concrete can be fitted closely assuming: (I) A single solidi
fication process, characterized by a single volume growth function 1'(1); and 
(2) an additional viscous strain described by an aging dashpot, it is shown 
that, even with two aging functions, all the spring moduli of a Kelvin chain 
may still be assumed to have the same growth law, i.e., grow proportionally 
to a single 1'(1), and therefore the formulation still exhibits all the convenient 
features mentioned before. 
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